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Students need to have their
Athletic I D's validated by 4
p.m. today in or~er to attend
this weekend's games. Bring
your Athletic 10 and student
ID to Photo ·Stnvices for
validation.

New Maxi.ca

·DA-ILY
Friday, January 23, 1976

U. ·A thletic~Enjoy-·Easy Recruitfng Travel

By Charles MeElwee and Jon B~wman \
.
Phoenix and ,Tucson would be easier than recruiting to
When it comes to athletic recruitment travel, ~NM
Albuquerque.
coaches apparently enjoy preferential treatment ~rom
"Re~ruiting problems are different at different
the University, the state's Board of Educati.c:mal Fin,nce
schools,'' he said. "Each part of the country has its in(BEF), and certain private organizations.
1~
'- . ·.· . .
,dividual problems."
Robert DoBell, associate director of athletics, agreed,
Individuals from other departments of UNM hav,e to
tc.: .· . ~.
s•ying,
"I would imagine our (recruiting) costs fall unreceive BEF approval at least two weeks priorto o~t-of·ZVi~ftERg
state, University-reJated travel. They are· reimbursed • ·~
derneath most ohhem."
for expenses only after a trip has been completed. '
i. .. ·
DoBell said costs are cut substantially because
Albuquerque car dealers donate automobiles to coaches
On the other hand, athletic coache~ planning a recr.».it·. ~ J_. ~. . . .:
ment trip can drl&W advances from the Athletic Coaches
·
·
for one year's use at a time.
"When coaches travel in-state, they're using the
Loan Fund, a $12,000 interest-free fund made possible
by the UNM Lobo Boosters Club. These coaches also·
donated cars," he said.
Most of the in-state car travel is conducted by the foothave the privilege of same-day approval from the BEF
for recruiting travel.
ball team coaches, who often will take the donated. cars
to surrounding areas as well. When they return to
"Ordinarily, we don't allow advances for travel," said
' Albuquerque from such a trip, they are permitted to
Doyle Kimbrough, UNM associate comptroller. "I
r.eplenish their gasoline supply at any local station.
wouldn't, myself, be able to get one.
As of December, nine football team coaches had spent
"The only reason we're allowed to do this for the
a total of $5157 for recruiting. Conspicuous in his
athletic department is beca.use an outside agency has
. frugality was head coach Bill Mondt, who had taken only
come to us with mone-y and said they wanted it used for
one trip at an expense of $245. Out-of-state travel for
this purpose," he said.
·
Mondt's squad centered in California, Arizona and
The two hottest recruiting spenders in the ath~etic
western Texas.·T·he exception was a single trip to. Atlandepartment are the men's basketball and football teams. ·
ta by offensive coordinating coach Bill Canty.
Basketball was given $27,000.for this year's recruiting, t
Ted Guambana, a former BEF official, said normally
.while football was allocated $47,000.
travel
paid for by U~M has to be approved about two
Most notable among the coaches in recruiting ex~
weeks in advance. He said the special nature of
penditures so far this year is Norm Ellenberger, head
recruiting travel often makes it impossible to secure apcoach of 'the Lobo basketball squad. Ellenberger'!! jaunts
proval on that kind of a timetable.
include a trip to Chicago and Denver and one to Los
"It's often a case that the individual who needs to do
Angeles. The L.A. tr.ek involved, in part, use of a
recruiting travel finds out only a day or two in advance,"
. private, chartered Coronado Skyways plane which cost
Guambana said. ·"For that reason, it became BEF policy
the University $210. Ellenberger's individu~J.gr.and total
was th""Enrico's; I was. there, and if they say I was in
for reer~iting:•xpendit•.rea •.aa~ofJlee~.~i-w:aa$168l~'c'"'.-.,::,
that the date travel was approved by the president of
University travel vouchers show that while Ellen- California, I was there too."
UNM would be the date of BEF approval."
berger was recruiting in Los Angeles and Yuma (August
Ellenberger said the basketball coaches leave the
·Recruiting travel vouchers show that trips were often
22-25), he was picking up a $39 meal tab at the state more often than football coaches due to a dearth of
approved on the same day that the trip was to begin. In a
Monastery, an Albuquerque restaurant. During the local roundball talent.
·
trip to Flagstaff made by assistant basketball coach
same periqd, he is also listed as having eaten twice at the
James Newman, the BEF received the travel request
"If. there was enough major college talent in New
Village Inn Pancake House on Lomas, once at Fred Har- Mexico, we wouldn't have to leave the state to procure
form on July 18. It was approved July 16, the day the
vey's and once again at Enrico's. The Enrico's bill enough talented basketball players/' he said. "We'd like
trip was to begin.
..Obviously this had to have been a telephone apamounted to $77.50 and included two orders of $12lob- to stay here, but most of the time, we can't."
·The
coach
said
he
did
not
know
how
UNM's
recruiting
proval.
Otherwise the trip couldn't have been ap-·
ster.
proved,'' Guambana said. "Of course I didn't have the
"There must have been a mistake in the dates," Ellen- travel compared to that of other Western Athletic Conauthority to backdate anything."
berger told the LOBO yesterday. "If the vouchers said I ference schools, but he said, ''I would think recruiting to

r" . ·•· ·

J
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Pres .. Dav~s Appoints New Aide
By Patriee Meyers
"I really like this University,'' the new assistant .
to the president said in explaining why he took on
a job that is "hard to define."
The new assistant, named by President William
Davis last week, is Journalism Professor Tony
Hillerman, who came to the University in 1962 ·as
an assistant to then-president Popejoy.
Hillerman · said "students are not properly
treated at UNM" although the situation here js not
·as bad as some other places, and Presidef!t Davis
also feels this way.
.
Hillerman's job will be to make sure that "when
a decision is made, it is carried out." He will also
work to improve the flow of information between
the administration and faculty. The job hasn't
taken any definite direction yet, he sai~, so he will
Engineering Dean William Gross
"try:it and see h·ow it. works out.''
''What's good for the faculty is good for the administration,. and . what's good . for the administration is good for the faculty,'; Hillerma~
said.
Hillerman said what some people still do not
realize is that·what is good for the students is good
By Mike Gallagher .
.
.
. . for the University ...Students are seen as a
. •. .
.·
..
A complaint cha;.ging UNM with ''flagrant discrimination" against nece.ssary evil:' by som~ people, he said.
Native Americans was filed by the National Iridian Youth Council . Hdlerman 1s .tea~,hmg only. one course .th1s
. .
.
..
. . •
(NIYC) and Glenn Pa. uin, former co-director ofthe Native American seme~ter and. sal~, I always .mt!nd to contmue . . . . Journ~l,~m. Prof. _Tony Hillerman_ .
.
Program in the.Colleg~ of Engineering (NAPOCE).
. ..
te~chmg!' ~e sa1d ~e took the J~~ ~ecause he sus tamed service m JOUrnalism at a banquet at the
.
. ·
. . Paquin and NIYC in a joint statement called for the resignations of th1n~s Pres1de~t Dav1s has ~. lot ?f dr1v.e, e~ergy Fou~ Seasons Inn. . . .. . ··. . , .
William Gross, deall of the College of Engineering, Carol Metcalf, and t~eas and can get the U01ve!s1ty mov.mg. .. .
HdJerman c~me to New Mexteo.m 1952 when he
Francis Wessling and Martin Bradshaw, all of the College of
T.hts Sunday th~ New Mex1c? Cha~,>ter of the work.e~ for UmtedPressinternat10nal. Hebec~me
Engineering and Phillip Alarid, director of personnel for UNM.
.. . So~1ety of Prof~ss1onal Journ~bsts, S1gma Delta a poht1cal repo~ter for the Santa Fe Ne~ Mex!can
p
.
'd h
h
d d dismissed because he protested C.hl . .(SD~) ~dl.. Pr~~~nt, . Hdlerman . t.~e D~n •. a~~ worke~. hi~. wa~ from there to City editor,
· . . aqUin sal e was arrasse an
·:: ·.·.· ·::.· · · ·; ·.· ·!c'-'•'·t'·
••• ·~ ••••• .·:. • )••• ,. .. o.tJT-I.Jo'd·'s·'Mem·otP·'J.'A'\\I·I.'r
tt• f'o.r'- o'ut'.!o,ta.h'di'rt
....
editbr
·and- finally·execuiive e:ditor• ·; · ·~·• · ·,.· · · ···., · ·:• · ·
on •nJJeo on page 2 " · Lf . ~
Y1
~
•
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Group Charges UNM
With o·iscrimination
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... Resignation Asked

(Continued froiJl page lJ

Call now for a free hair analysis,
consultation, and.sketch of what
wour hair will look like.

It's a l.ol•la·Pa•l.oo•Za (VnlsexJ Hair Desigre
llZ3 Central NE
842·8565

lllOOQmdelaria NE
293-2929

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator
SR-51A

,
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the way appropriations were made by the College of Engineering in
the NAPCOE program.
· ·
Paquin said the $330,700 was allocated mostly to administrative expenses while much of the tutoring, counseling and financial aid came
from several on- and off-campus agencies, all of which are supported
by federal funds," he said.
William Gross, Dean of the College of Engineering, said they often
subsidized NAPCOE because it was felt the program was worth the
effort. "It was the first. time we have done anything of this nature and
we made spm J mistakes, but the grades of the Indian students at the
end of the semester showed it was worth the effort," Gross said,
"It is hypocritical for the University to profess an interest in Indian
people so they can get grants and then discriminate so Indian peop.le
cannot· get involved in these.pJ;ogr11ms," Gerald Wilkenson, executive
director of NIYC, said.
.
Wildenson said there are 95 Indian employes out of the 4300
University employes and out of 20 Indian programs run by the
University only three have Indian directors. Wilkenson said the
statistics are evidence of the University not· taking Indian people
seriously.
·
Paquin was relieved as co-director of NAPCOE in December by
Gross. Gross said Paquin was hired even though he lacked a technical
background and at the time of his dismissal was still in a probationary
.
period on the job.
· "We are trying to graduate Native Americans as engineers with first class credentials. We are not an Indian employme.nt agency but the
program has been 'successful a.nd has provided opportunities for In- ·
dians in engineering. The program was started with full support of
the Indian pueblos and we still have that support," Gross said.
NYIC and Paquin called for removal of a moratorium on marches
and demonstrations by the Kiva Club to show that discrimination
would not be tolerated during the bicentennial year.
They demanded that NAPCOE be placed under the auspices of the
Native American Advisory Board, called for an audit of the program,
and advocated combining all Native American programs under the
direction of the ethnic studies program. They also called for a review
of NAPCOE to be carried out by several different agencies, including
Health, Education and Welfare, a committee selected by the Board of
Regents and the Sloan Foundation which.'issued the grant funding
-NAPCOE.

• Performs logarithms, trigonometrics, hyperbolics, powers. roots.
reciprocals, factorials, linear regression. mean, variance and
standard deviation.
• Features an algebraic keyboard with dual !unction keys that increase
the power of the SA· 51 without increasing its size.
• Three user accessible memories permit storage, recall, sum,
product operations.
• Preprogrammed to provide 20 ofteri' used engineering conversions.
• Random number generator, automatic calculation ol permutations,
automatic percent and percent difference computation.
• User selected fixed or floating decimal point. .
• Calculates answers to 13 significant digits and uses all13 digits
in subsequent calculations for maximum accuracy.
• Computes and displays answers as large as ±9.999999999 x 10'"'
and as small as±1. x 10"""·
• Automatically converts answers to scientlfic notation when
calculated answer is greater than 10 1" or less than 10-"'.
• Features bright 14·character display-1 0-digit mantissa with sign,
2-digit exponent with sign.
• Display provides overflow, underflow, error indications.
• lightweight, fully portable.
• Rechargeable batteries or AC operation.
• Full year warranty.
• AC Adapter/Charger included.

~Policy lor Lip Service-_Noticeli run the day
before and the day of the evel!,t. sp•ce •v•i1able,
DeadUne lor notices is 4:30 p.a\. the day before
pubUe~~tlon.

The LOBO re&erves the riJ:ht. to edit notices and
delete thoae considered inappropriate lor this
ct~lumn.
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Interested in earning $8°0
for one hour of your time??

The Bell System will conduct a recruiter training !!On·
ference during the week of February 2, 1976 at the
White Winrock Motel. Several juniors are needed for
practice intervi!lw sessions.
All majors are welcome if interested in a business career
and have good grades.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

Gain the experience of an actual job interview,
and make money too!!
Transportation will be provided.

Contact the Career Services Center in
Mesa Vista Hall at once for further details.

Annual meeting of Democratic Womcn;s club
Jan. 30·31 a.L UdaJI Hospitality room. ")1fd Town
Holiday Inn. Further info call: Charlie Ctlavcz 255·
1803, .Cordelia Sancher.- 344·8808 or Bert Lindsay
299·7454.
Come today to Wednesday Chapel wUll RDland
ween Anthropology an4 Schotes Jlall.

Campus Poliee register and engrave socil'l
security numbers on bikes, every Wednesday, 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at 1821 Roma NE. Bring your
bicycle, UNM ID card and bike serial number.

The Folksong Club invites studcntsl faculty.
and guests to come Sing and/or play your favorite
folksongs Thurs. 7 to 10 p,m.j SUB Rm. 250A&B.
/
Attention Graduating Seniors! Find out how
you can get a rree unclrcu1at<!d silver dollar.. Con·
tact.. Career Services Center, 2nd floor, Mesa
Vista·South.
The GSA orlices will be open lor the Spring
semester on Mon.·Thur!;., H) n.m .. to 3 p.m. and
will be dosed on Fridays, Bill Tryon, GSA
president. will keep orfice hours Mon.-Thurs., 9 to
10 a.m., and by appointment.

The l975--76 Annunl Register of Grant. Support
is available for perusal in the GSA office, rm, 106.
SUB.
The American Indian lliStoty Project will con·
duct further research <Jn developing curriculum
materials ror the Dept, or Educ. this semester.
Academic credit can be arranged by Native
American 'Studies.

Increase Salaries 10 Per Cent

.$kltsbtJsrtJg

Radio. Board Passes New Budget

Bicycle World
2216 Central SE

By Terry England
The KUNM Radio Board
yesterday pa·ssed a revised
budget proposal which re;flects
increas!ld cost due to equipment
changes and salary increases.
The budget now must go
before the ASUNM Finance
Committee, then the general
Senate, and both bodies may
revise .it some more.
The biggest increase is in the
area of salaries. The Board approved a ten per cent increase for
all paid personnel, except the
chief engineer who will receive a
$1200 increase above last year's
salary. This increase was allowed
because members felt that the
work done for the job warranted
"an increase.
The approved pay increases
are below those originally
requested by KUNM Station
Manager Paul Mansfield. He had
asked that the salary for his
position be increased by 25 per
cent to $7,072 annually. Under
the revision if passed, he' will
receive $6100. The Program
Director, Operations Manager
and Traffic Director will also
receive lesser percentages than
hoped for. Other positions will
not be affected as much.
"I don't see it as giving me
more money," said Mansfield. "I
see it as giving the position more
money. Given the cost of living, it
is a ludicrous pay scale as it now
stands. I'm not trying to rip off
anybody. We are going to have to
pay people to perform."
J ourn:tlis.m .P.rofossor Char los
Coates, chairman of the Radio
Board, was against the increases
as proposed by Mansfield. "We
are a student station," he said.
"And we are operating on
student funds.
"Maybe we were remiss in not
asking Mr. Potential Station
Manager 'Will you ask for more
money in the first year you are
on the job?' I thought it was implied we would hire at the $5600
salary."
Other items on the budget include the move to Onate Hall.
Some of the operating and equip·
ment expenses are higher this
year because of that move. Mansfield said the physical plant
hopes to start on the remodeling

The state minimum wage will
increase from $2 an hour to $2.20
an hour beginning Feb. 1, 1976
for employes not exempted under the New Mexico Minimum
Wage Act.
The. maximum weekly workmen's compensation was also increased from $90 a week to
$97.96, on Jan. 1,. 1976, Th'e
maximum compensation is now
based on the state's average
weekly wage which was reported
to be $146.94 by the State Employment Security Commission.
Workers exempted under the
mhimum wage· act include
agri£ultural workers, employes
receiving more than $40 a month
in tips, students enrolled in
primary or secondary schools
working after school oi' during
vacations, G.I. Bill. trainee~ and
persons employed by ambu,ance
services.
The State m1mmum wage
should not be confused with the
federal minimum wage which increased to$2.30 an hour on Jan:
1, 1976. If you are not sure
whether your employer comes
under the state or federal
minimum wage acts contact the
State Labor Commissioner,
Villagra Building, 129 Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

M<!Grllgor, 12:90·1 p.m. at. Lho Aluinni Chapel.. bet•
'~

*Attention Juniors

NM Raises
Minimum
Wag.e Rate

of the building on the 27th of
January and have part of it ready
in six to eight weeks. It may be
two months or more before
KUNM is completely in Onate.
Mansfield also said the rumor
of their transmitter onSandia
Crest "blowing up" is not true.
He said a small piece burned out
when some tests were being run.
The new target date for broadcasting from the crest is Feb. 15,

Two new salary items· that
were not on last year's budget
are librarian/classical programmer and "Zounds" sales. Mansfield also wants a contingency
fu:nd to cover sudden salary
pr,oblems with the work-study
positions.
)he salary revisions. passed
three yes, two no, two abstaining. The general budget
passed unanimously

States
Laboratories
3716 High St., Albuquerque, NM 87107

(505) 344-8113

.

LaW
8c4,ool
c_Adm1S§i01l
'T'~ C'f

February 7, 1976
February 2·5, 1976
6:00 pm • 10:00 pm
UNM School of Law, Room 102

.I. (.,eJ

The Test:
The Review Course:

Students who ore serious about their. future !ega! careers
will want to begin their .preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. In conjunction with Professional Educators,
l'nc of Washington. D.C. offers a course to help you achieve·
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of preparatory instruction, taught by attorneys and other professionals. utilizing an approach "
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test,
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student involvement and an Insight
Into the latest LSAT developments. ·
·PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course agall') at no charge.
Proresslonal Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

.(505) 255·4050

Antonio's
has all the

c

Country·

Blues

Denim pants
suits, dresses
jumpsuits
Everything
for a
Denim

'
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A re•o•rce ·center for lnfor••tlon
pertaining to lndlvldu•l and gro•P
grotdh.

Group Har.monics
Centre
Presents
.HENRY RUCKER
,J

$119.95
ONE OF THE
MANY MODELS
AVAl LABLE AT

UNM Bookstore

..........._.....

_____......

Univ. of New Mexico
"""" ~buq~~ue,NewMe~co~131

....

_~

Founder/Director of the Psychic Research Foundation Chicago, Illinois
A Workshop on Palmistry will be held by Mr. Rucker on Saturday,
January 24, at the Group Harmonics Centre from 10:00 - 12:00 Noon and
1:30 - 5:00 pm.
In the workshop you will make a handprint for permanent record that
you can keep. You'll be shown how to analyze a palm and by the conclusion of the workshop yhou will know what your palm shows.

Sale

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
Vol.76
No. 79
Box 20, University P.O., l.JNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277410?, 27H202
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published

Monday- through Friday every regular week

or the UhiVcrsity year and weekly rluring the
. sumrrtcr session by th(' Bonrd of Student
Pubtkalions of the University at New Mexico,
and is noL £inant:i:1lly nssociatcd with UNM.
Second cl:~ss postage paid at Aibuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10,00 £or the academic year.

Wvomino
Mall
.
.

~

2260 Wyoming Avenue
294-1363

The opinions cXjli'e.!iscd on the cditori_n1

·115 Hartrard Avenue S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

L~~~~P~h~o~n~e~2~6~5~-:~:5~5~1~·-~···~··~··~···~··~=-··~··~·-·~·-~··~··~~~~~~~~~

pages of The Daily Lobo nrc those df the
author solely. Unsigned oplnidn is that of the
edltorinl hoard o! The Daily Lobo. Nothitlg
printed in The Drt!IY l~oho n.cc_essa!ily
represents the views o£ the UnivetsJty of New
\1,e>:ico•

Antonio's represents· fashion clothing and hairstyling.
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Facts Quoted In Opinion Wrong'
By Tom Hysom

Specifically, a man forced a female neighbor to
Facts quoted in a Jan. 20 LOBO opm1on, condisrobe and perform a sexual act, at the point of a but- ·
cerning an alleged United States Supreme Court
cher knife, He was charged and convicted of a "crime
decision regarding oral sex among consenting adults,
are confusing and totally false.
against nature." The defendant ap'pealed on the basis
The New Mexico Civil Liberties Union would like to
of an overly-broad definition of a criminal act. (see
U.S. Law Review, November 1975, p. 3301)
clarify the current legal status of consentual sex between adults. The U.S. Supreme Court has not handed
This 9ecision involved only a point of criminal law.
down any recent rulings in this area. Though some
Most definitely, the Court did not uphold "the co,nstates legally prohibit certain sexual acts, such as
stitutional right of states to declare oral sexual acts
sodomy, New Mexico does not; our state laws are
between consenting adults unlawful upon moral
limited to incest, prostitution, bigamy and cogrounds," as Teeple said.
habitation. The constitutionality of such state laws
The New Mexico· and American Civil Liberties
~as never been decided by the Court.
Unions believe all sexual activities between conThe 5-3 decision commented on by T. R. Teeple is
senting adults are protected by the constitutionally
not identified by name in his opinion. Both the UNM
guaranteed right to privacy. Since the Supreme Court
Law School Research Librarian and the national
decision permitting abortion .was based on the right to
American Civil Liberties Union IACLU) legal depart- · privacy in the context of one's own body, this would
ment believe he may have referred to the Rose v.
certainJy.apply to sexual activity. The ACLU is currenLocke ruling. This involved a criminal case and was tly pursuing two cases which may result in Court
handed down (ast Novemher.
recognition of this right.

Rodey Film Fes~ival
Ptevlew on Page 7

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Lett e rs 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Guide to Cuttent Films

Conclusions Based On False Reasoning
Editor:
In response to the letter
published Jan. 21 in the LOBO, by
Linda C. Kirk, :•coordinator of Right
to Choose." I have these comments to make. I believe Linda Kirk
is sincere in her point of view but I
believe her conclusions are based
on false reasoning.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllll Lett e rs 1111111111111111111111111111111111mmmmmum
To say abortions should be legal
because "women would continue
to have abortions--dangerous
illegal ones." is comparable to
saying murder by handguns should
Editor:
be .made legal by ,government apThis letter is to correct misinformation about Planned Parenthood which
proved 32 caliber pistols because
appeared in the Jan. 19, 1976 LOBO article entitled, "Pregnant Troubled
murders by handguns, especially
Women Seek Aid" by Doris Martinez.
faulty "Saturday night specials"
Ms. Martinez quoted a Birthright spokesperson named "Jeannette"
will continue illegally.
who declared,. "Now if you go to Planned Parenthood, they'll be more
To say that "the o'nly way to
than happy to do.an abortion. They're just waiting for young girls to go to eliminate abortion is to eliminate
them for assistance and they're more than vyilling to do so."
unwanted pregnancy" is comPlanned Parenthood does not do abortions. We do provide complete parable to saying that the only way
problem pregnancy counseling and referrals for any woman who has to to eliminate murder is to eliminate
cope with an unwanted or unplahned pregnancy. We counsel the woman people to kill. Because in our
about all options available to her including having the baby and giving·it up culture sexual activity has become
•
an idol and end in itself.
for adoption, having the child and keeping it, and abortion.
We consider any form of counseling which withholds or denys the
There will be those who had no
woman access to information about her possible options to be immoral thoughts of a wanted pregnancy
!Jnd irresponsible counseling. We do not attempt to influence her decision when they engaged in sexual
in any way. The judgment the woman makes as to hoi!" she wil! solve her relations. There is no 100 per cent
problem is her individual decision. Once she has made that decision we "safe foolproof contraception."
will assist by referring her to adoption agencies, alternative high school The artificial means of conprograms (if she is high school age),or hospitals and clinics which do traception offers the chance of getting pregnant in spite of their use
abortions.
"Jeannette" was correct about our willingness to help any woman, and there are health hazards
regardless of age, who has a problem pregnancy. She was totally wrong in associated only With their use.
These hazards are scientificii!IIY
implying that we encourage women to have abortions.
Ms. Martinez should be made aware that women under 18 can obtain acknowledged only relative to
abortions in New Mexico with the consent of a parent or legal guardia!!. what is known and what "big
We assume that the LOBO and Ms. Martinez intended to address the im- business" wants to reveal.
The only "foolproof and safe
portant issue of problem pregnancy and mention those agencies which
contraception"
is abstinence from
provide problem pregnancy assistance. It is unfortunate that so important
sexual relations, which is not
a journalistic contribution presents so much misinformation.
There are seldom easy and painless decisions resulting from problem popularly advocated. It would be
pregnancies. Planned Parenthood is committed to providing com- truer to say "The only way to
prehensive counseling and information service to prevent unwanted and eliminate abortion is to eliminate
unplanned pregnancies. We ·believe that responsible sexual behavior in- sexual relations." And surely you
cludes contraception. We hope that all sexually active persons will con- realize government is not likely· to
make sexual relations illegal to
tinue to seek ways to prevent unwanted and unplanned pregnancies.
·
Steven J. Schott prevent abortions.
To say one should be willing to
Educational Director
Planned Parenthood kill the unborn. in the fetal stage

Planned Parenthood Aid

Editorial
Unsigned

editorials

Board
represt~nt

a

majoritV opinion of lhe Oailv Lobo

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

Managing· Editor
Michael O'Connor

because there are "millions of unwanted children already born," is
comparable to saying that since so
many die of starvation at age 4,
let's let those who have enough
food to n,:~ake it past age 4, starve
before then. And send that food to
those who don't have the food
within their reach so they can live
past 4 years. When we should do
our best to care for both groups.
Certainly the woman whose·life
is threatened by a pregnancy, with
medical approval, should have the

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

pregnancy. But who should have
and· artiitrary "righ~" to

the sore

Att Exhibit

decide to terminate a·life, before or
after birth 7

.

Geraldine Amato

DOONESBURY
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by Garry,Trudeau

MAC, 8Cf0Rli alE
GO, IiJ like YOU TO
TYPe fJP A t/ST OF MY
MAJOI? ACJI/eVEMeNTS10 SHotf/ 7Hii mMM/l'Tee.

'The Crucible': Tonight & Tomorrow, 8:15p.m.; Sunday 2:15p.m. Popejoy Hall
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I I 1e year is 2024...
.a future you'll probably live to see.
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OH, C'MON, MAC,
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2108CENTRAL S.E./247-4414
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Mon ·Toes

Fri .. Sun

SEVEN
SAMURAI

SanJUro

The ~pic of Samuri films

entire dan

Arts & Media
. Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton

Joseph DonneUy

1 Samuri against 40 theives
and you arc ther·e

Sports Editor
Harold Smith

Business Manager
. Harry Ch<1pman

6:00 8:00

.- J-

.

7:30 only

10:00

·wed~

Tickets: 88.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00
UNM Students 1/2 Price

STRAY DOG
Not S<ltnuti. but is
Kurosawa and Mifona.
A police detective follow's

Tel. 277-3121

trall

3405 central n.e.
phone 265-0220
.._______._____•..II.~--~--~.~.~.~..---~1!11!1!1!1!1!1~~
~

Free l..eeture - Demo Pilobolus
Rodey Theater

Cuild theatre

. ........ .
'

Dance Company
Wed., J~ntiary 28-8:15 p.m.
Tickets 87.00, 6.50, 6.00, 5.00; 4.00
UNM Students - 1/2 Price

Tuesday, February 3-8:15 p.m.

Thor

his own weapohS:
of bulleiS.

Present
The Fabulous

Mareel Mareeau

URAl Film Feast
Directed by Kutosawa,
Lone Sammal dcfcmts an

News Editor
John Rucker

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Pilobolus

10:00
move

Firesign Funnies

I~

.Iii

POPEJOY HALL

.........._...

JtL.

~I

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

.

n
See Firesign Theatre Out
Of the Radio and Capt.
Video Serial.

Staff. All other columns, cartoons

and leiters represent the Opinion
of the author and do not neces.<iarily
reflect the views of the staff_,

Page 8

right to choose; especially so if the
pregnancy were medically judged
to result in the death of the unborn
plus herself. Certainly medical
knowledge is not perfect and subject to error and considering that ·
fact, some women woulq probably
choose to risk their life if the chance of successfully fulfilling the

...

Tuesday, January 27- 3:30p.m.
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Attentlofl student adors! Auditions Cor
. Buc~JWr's ''Danton's ~ath" Friday, 4 to 6 p.m.
and Saturday 1 to 4 p.m., rm B·l26, Fine Arts Cen·
tcr, TryoutB for Ch~kov's "The Seagulls" on
Saturday,! p,m., rm B-427, FAC.
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SOLAS (Student Orga.nlr.ation ror Latin Am.
Studies) wiJI meet Mo,nday, Jan, 26, 7:30 p.m.,
third floor lounge of Ortega Hall. Persons in~
t.erested in Latin America and related events on
campus arc wclcQmc.

....::1

Israeli Dance Teactllng, Moriday, 8 to 10 p,m.
with HOP A! Folkdancers~ Carlisle Gym, Danc;e
Studio 116, All welcome,
The Nat'l Chicano fJ."(ll~lth Organization's first
meeting of the semester, Monday, Jan, 26, 6 p.m.
at Chicano Studies,
"Jesus and ~he Now" a college discussion led by
UNM grad stu_dent Gordon Glass, Jan. 25, 9:30
a.m .. 2210 Silver, S.E.
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Lily Tomlin
Monday, January 26, 1976, 8:00p.m. Popejoy Hall
Tickets at SUB Box Office, Goldstreet Circus,
Natural Sound II & Candyman (Santa Fe)
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OKIE'S
**************
" .

"Of inexpensive libations and
... efficacious entertainment"

Tonight
:****** ********·
Happy Hour 3 - 6

FREE

Cheese and Bread

Welles, Eisenstein, Keaton, Fuller
.
All Part of Rodey Film -Festival
.

The Eodey Theatre Film
Festival opens its sixth season
this Sunday with a screening of
Orson Welles' The Lady From
Shanghai. It is the first of five ·
films scheduled for the festival,
films which span a range of 40
years and represent the distinct
vis,ions of five directors frqm
three countries,
The Lady _From Shanghai,
created in 1947largely in
Hollywood but also in Acapulco,
is considered by many critics to
be Welles' most formidable
statement of American life. A
tale of intrigue, deception and
murder, it £eatures Rita Hayworth (who was then Welles' wife),
the director himself, and Everett
Sloane (remembered as the
managing editor Bernstein in
Anna Mag'nani in Rossellini's. "Open City."
Citizen·Kane ). The film is
especially noted for its technical
virtuosity such as is displayed in Nikolai Cherakasov in the title marized Keaton's charm best·
its climax, involving a scene shot r.ole' as a man beseiged by when he wrote; "In a way, his picin a hall of mirrors.
enemies and age. Prokofiev
tures are like transcendent
The Lady From Shanghai \l(jll scored the music, while Edward juggling acts in w)lich it seems
begin at 7:30 p.m., as will the Tisse and Andrei Moskvin ser- the whole universe is in exquisite
remaining films selected' for the ved as cinematographers. flying motion and the one point of
festival,
Judged sixth best film of all time repose is the jugglers' effortless
The second Rodey offering is ·in 1961 international pol_! of uninterested face." College will
Sergei Eisenstein's 1945 produc- critics, Ivan will play Sunday, be screened on February 22.
tion of!van The Terrible: Part II. February 1.
Called Eisenstein's most
Roberto Rossellini filmed Open
"operatic" film by Pauline .Kael, City immediately following the
it has been more appropriately Allies' liberation of Rome in
tagged by Jay Leyda. In his WWII. Going to the extent of
history of Russian cinema, Leyda selling his own clothes to buy
links the film to the "heroic black market film stock, the
E I i z a b e t h a n t h e a tr e " o f director created a brutal,
Shakespeare's
e. It stars documentary-style look at wartorn Italy. His film spawned a
The final presentation of this
movement (Italian Neo-Realism)
semester's
festival will be
which' would, at one point or
Samuel
Fuller's
little-known film,
another, claim adherents as
varied as Vittorio de Sica and Shoek Corridor. Shot in the
Federico Fellini. Aldo Fabrizi United States in 1963, it is a
and Anna Magnani appear in this stark examination of mental in1945 classic; to be shown on stitutions as viewed through the
eyes of a news reporter who
February 15.
fakes
insanity to expose "life on
With the possible exception of
the
inside."
Stanley Cortez,
Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton
cinematographer
for Welles' The
reigns supreme as Hollywood's
most skillful and cinematic Magnificent Ambersons, percomedian. In the 1927 film forms similar duties h(;re. Shock
College, a silent romantic Corridor is set to show on April
comedy, Buster , explores the 25.
whimsical aspects of unAll five films will be screened
dergraduate life. He also takes
an ironical peak at the future of on Sunday nights in Rodey
the college graduate at that Theatre,located in the Fine Arts
time-marriage. The late critic Complex- Admission is one
and novelist James Agee sum- d o l l a r ·
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Classics' 'Crucible' Solid Production

-'I
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This is not the case with the
Classics Theatre. The minor role
of Francis Nurse was done
brilliantly by Tom Mitman, and
the part of his wife Rebecca was
done With almost equal strength
by Linda Bergman. And the role
of Cheever was played flawlessly
by Michael Francis with the selfeffacing quality that has· served
him so well in other performances
·
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YUKON JACK

By Alan Dumas
It is quite difficult for me to
write a fair review of the Classics
Theatre production of The
Crucible. I saw a preview performance given for forty rather
inattentive members of the Job
Corps, spearheaded by a black
woman who sat in the front row
and repeatedly stood up during
dramatic pauses and shouted to
the actors: "Shiiit, man, you
motherfuckers gonna be sorry
for that!," This was, needless to
say, a bit distracting for the performers.
Nonetheless, the Classics
Theatre managed asolid produc-

The Crucible is billed as a bition of The Crucible. This is high centennial production. This is to
praise for a company that has remind everyone that Miller is an
been mercilessly butchering American, whereas Shakespeare
Shakespeare for several years. is not. Since the Classics Theatre
The relative success of this show refuses to fold, they are to be
can be attributed to the absence commended for turning their
of dirE-ctor John Gardener and energies to contemporary drama.
his replacement by guest direc- This is the first play performed
tor Hershel Zohn. Mr. Zohn has by the company in some time that
been directing in Las Cruces for did not tempt one to line up the
many years and his professional cast and shoot them. In fact,
touch can be appreciated despite anyone unfamiliar with The
some problems in the cast.
Crucible is encouraged to go
The Crucible is an outstanding see this production. In it's own
dramatization of the Salem witch painful way the Company does
trials. The play has a large cast justice to Miller's vision of this
and is often hurt by in- sordid chapter of American
competence in the smaller roles. history.

Liquor Tasting 5 • 6

POPEJOY HALL

Then

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Boogie to HAYWIRE

The Classics Thee1ter·

All night long

Presents

Feb. 16, 1976 8:30 P.M.
Civic Auditorium

. -·

Tickets Available At:
SRO, General Store. Gold Street. Reldllngs,
21st Century Sound (Eubank). Pimentel Guitars (1st Plaza)
Kelso Earth Shoes (Coronado center)

·Sunday, January 25, 1976
Special All Day With No Cover Charge

.

Two Bands
2:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Saturday

*****************
•••• HAYWIRE_••••
Tonic Drinks
60c
7-·· 9

With Music by

Arthur ffiiller's
·Chilling Drama of the

.I

THE CRUCIBLE-.
Thurs. Fri. Sot. --- Jon. 22, 23, 24
Sun. - Jon. 25 - 2:15

!m

.•··

Specials 7 to 8:30p.m.

Salem Witch Trials

With Music by
8:15

.
Tickets $3.50; 3.00, 2.50 ·
.
Students $1.00 Discount
Tel. 2?7 --3121

0

ON STAGE

Beer - Ru01 & Coke

· AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

a'

The leads are not nearly as
praiseworthy.
Patricia
Springer's Abagail was a very
unhappy affair, and Dave Hannum does not have the strength
for the demanding role of Rev.
Hale. Bruce Hawkinson was very
unconvincing in the early part of
the play, but the emotionalism of
the fourth act inspired in him a
superior performance for a few
moments.

Also

The Cultural Program Committee

t-<

0

I l l liD
7:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

•'

'l;j

LOBO Guide to Current Flicks

, ...,

Phase IV in which conquering ants invade Ari1:ona. Biting science
fiction playing tonight in the
SUB. 7, 9 and quite possibly i1
p.m. Call the Film Committee to
find otJt,
"'
At the Circus, a Marx Brothers
film, plays tomorrow night at the
SUB. 7, 9 and again, possibly 11
0
p.m. Only the Film Committee
"'
-~ BridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridge knows for sure.
::;;1(1)
.
!))
Lady From Shanghai directed by
~
~ Orson Welles, starring Rita
Hayworth opens the Rodey Film
Win a
Scholarship
Festival this Sunday, 7:30p.m. in
oo !))
•
•
For Details
~ Rodey Theater.
~·~
~ A Boy and His Dog, based on the
~~
~
Harlan Ellison story, opens
tonight at Don Pancho's. Rough
!))
times in the future. 6:30, 8:15,
and
lOp.m.
~
p.m.
~
·c Firesign Fuimies, a film by
r:::o
A Series of 6 Duplicate
r:::o Firesign Theater ("We're All
(U
'
(U
Bozos on This Bu~") is the mid- ·
~
Bridge
Tournaments
~ night flick at Don Pancho's. 12
~
~ p.m. or thereabouts.
~
m
. ~ Tales
of the !faira Clan, one film
BridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridm in the Guild's Samurai Festival,

~~

:g

$200.00

~ ~

Meeting Tuesday, Jan. 27
7
in SUB 23.1E
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CENTER FOR HYPNOSIS TRAINING
AND CONSUI,.TATION
PRESENTS
"WHO PROGRAMS YOUR MIND?"

A 3-HOUR WORKSHOP
IN
HYPNOSIS AND MEDITATION TRAINING
SUNDAY, JANUARY 25th, 1976, 2:30 ~.M.
AIRPORT MARINA HO~EL
Integrating The Two Disciplines For Greater Human Achievement, Heightened
Awareness, And Self-Control In The Areas Of:

e

EDUCATION

e SPORTS
e SALES
eMEMORY

e

HABIT-CONTROL

e PLUS Explorations in:

e CONSENSUS & CONCEPT REALITY
e TRANSCENDENCE
'
e SENSORY
AWARENESS/ISOLATION
e PROGRAMMING THE HUMAN
810-COMPUTER

Who programs your mind? You are programmed by media, culture, societY, your beliefs, and
by the many people you come in contact with in your daily living experience. This programming
has a profound effect on your mental attitude, your behaviour, and ultimately your personal
destiny. The human brain is a magnificent bio-computer. It is our feeling that the intelligent
person will assume responsibilitY for programming his own bio·COmputer.
Hypnosis and Meditation have been widely acknowledged as ppwerful and effective tools for
self-programming, h:>wever, training in' these valuable disciplines has not been readily available
except through very costly individual instruction.
This workshop is designed to take the
mystery
out of meditation and hypnosis. It
YOUR INSTRUCTOR:
JOSEPH P. REEL i• a consultant to the prolessions in will prove to you immediately that you need
hypnosio, and has a private practice in Albuquerque. neither "Guru" nor "Master." Nor do you
He is founder-president of the New MeMico Association have to pay exhorbitant fees of $200 or more
for Ethical Hypnosis, a member of the Aosoclation to to learn these natural yet scientific methods
Advance Ethical Hypnoois, and the International So· f If ·
Th
•
11
cietV for Professional Hypnoois. Mr. Reel has taught o se ·Improvement.
estate IS rea V some·
hypnosis and meditation technique• to members of the thing you accomplish yourself.
medical and dental. professions, law enforcement agen·
These basic techniques should1•1iot be
cies, business and saleoperwno, educators, otudents, shrouded in mysticism and "hocus•ppcus" .•
housewives, and people from all walks of life. He io available only to the wealthy. 'The .general
co-author of The Hypr~osis Factor: Who Programs
Your Milld? to be published this fall.
public should have access to the latesdindings
~...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.in the field.
·',:.

plays tonight at the Guild on Central.
Animal Crackers, and Horse
Feathers plus two more Marx
Brothers flicks are playing at the
Encore Theater on Central.
The Hindenburg, with an all stai:
cast and a lot· of natural gas, is
playing at the Mall Cinema on
Wyoming.
Dog Day Aftern<~on with AI
Pacino is playing at the Louisiana
Mall on Louisiana. A tale of a
bank robbery.
Winterha'Yk is alos playing at
the Louisiana Ma-11.
At Long Last Love with Burt
Reynolds unfolds at the Hiland
on Central near San Mateo.
The Blaek Bird with George
Segal, a continuation of "The
Maltese Falcon" is playing at the
M Plaza on Montgomery Plaza.
The Eiger Sanction with
everybody's favorite gunman
Clint Eastwood is also at M
Plaza.
The Man Who Would Be King, a
good adaptation of Kipling's
story, is also at theM Plaza. Sean
Connery finally left Bond. behind.
Hustle with Burt Reynolds shows

UNC Swam·ps Women

at the Los Altos on Wyoming at
Montgomery.
Mahogany with Diane. Ross is
also at the Los Altos,
Lueky Lady, Burt seems to be
everywhl)re trying to prove
something. Cinema East, Eubank
and Candlaria.
Soldier Blue with Candice
·Bilrgen, Peter Strauss and
Donald Pleasance opens tonight
at the Louisiana Mall. ·
The· Adventures of Frontier
Fremont is playing at the Cinema
East and Lobo theaters. The
Story ~~ 0 will open at the Lobo
soon.
.
Blackbeard's Ghost; another
sweet and syrupy film from Walt
Disney, is at the Winrock
Theater in Winrock shopping
center.
The Hut Roek is at the Hoffmantown Theater on Menaul.
Treasure Island and Dr. Syn:
Alias the Scareerow are two
more Disney sweetners, playing
at the New Holiday Cinema in
Rio Rancho.
Return of the Pink Panther and
Mad Adventures of Rabbi Jacob
are playing at the Terrace.

'Zero Offense' Wolfpack·
Falls Before· 372 Fans
.::,
.:···~

· ., '
~\
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. !·'
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By Tim Gallagher ,
Th~J UNM women's basketball
team went Bear htJnting last
night, but they came away empty
handed.
The Northern Colorado Bears
defeated the cold-shooting Lobos
62-54 in ·a Intermountain con·
ference game before a UNM ·
Arena crowd' of 372 persons.
'New Mexico shot only 24 per
cent from the field throughout
the contest and fell behind by 16 ·
points with 10 minutes left in the
game. However, the UNM team
suddenly caug~t fire and with
Daily Lobo

·· ··sports.
:··., the noisy crowd urging them on1
outscored the Bears 12-2 over the
next six minutes to pull within
six at 56-50.
Patty Howell and Margaret
·.·1
·I Gonzales, who had combined to
shoot 0-13 in the firsthalf, led the
' ."',l Lobo charge back into the game .
,. With three minutes left UNM
had the ball again and a chance to
come
within four, but New
l
Mexico's other nemesis. in the
game, turnovers, gave the ball
f back to UNC for a basket that
nailed the lid on UNM's coffin.

Avant-Garde American, etc.
Recent acquisitions, avant-garde American art from 1913 to 1940
and industrial park photographs by Lewis Baltz highlight the current
exhibit in the lower gallery of the Art Museum in the Fine Arts Center at UNM.
The museum has acquired about 70 art pieces in the past year. A
number of works were purchased with money from Friends of Art,
Greater UNM Fund and the Charles E. Merrill Trust which helped
match funds from the National Endowment of the Arts.
Included in the recent acquisitions is a portrait lithograph by
Pierre-August Renoir (1841-1919); a silver point and crayon by
Joseph Stella; drawings by Reuben Nakian and Andy Warhol; and a

i

The Lobos committed 28 tur-

·,lithograph suite by British artist Tom Phillips.

·\ novers in the game compared to
. UNC's28.

On an extended Joan and exhibited for the first time at the UNM
museum are three early watercolors by Arthur Dove. There are also
two John Marin drawings and two early watercolors by Charles
Demuth.
Also included in the exhibit is an early photograph by Walker
Evans and three photographs by Alfred Steiglitz; two of the photos
are a promised gift from Dorothy Nor man and the third is on loan
from Georgia O'Keeffe.
The Kent Jo'oundation of Winston-Salem, N.C., will show two
lithographs by Red Grooms and Robert Indiana which are part of a
bicentennial collection of prints given to UNM by the foundation.
The show also contains three Spanish colonial paintings; one is
the Spanish Surnamed Friends of the University while the remaining
two are from Dr. Andre Babey of Las Cruces.
The Lewis Baltz section of the opening includes 51 doc.umentary
photographs from his book, "The New Industrial Parks Near Irvine,
Calif.'' The photographs are all black and white and were shot with a
35mm lens.
The exhibit will continue through Feb. 15. The museum is open
Tuesday through Friday from 10-5 p.m. and on Sunday from 1-5 p.m.

A

11

Both teams appeared nervous
at the start of the contest and
turnovers marred- the early
going. The whistle ·happy
referees ealled 27 fouls in the first half and sent UNM into an
early lead with. a dozen free
throws. (Apparently the dissen·
ting crowd swayed the officials
and they called only four fouls 'in
the second stanza.)
The Greeley team tJsed a
strong inside game to go ahead
for good at 22-21 with five
minutes left in the first half. The
UNM man-to-man defense
proved ineffective as the Bears
consistently drove to the hoop
and got the ball into the middle
for close-range shots. At the half,
Northern Colorado led 34-30.
Venus Jennings came out gunning for the Bears in the second
half and seored 10 points in the
first nine minutes. Lobo coach ·
Kathy Marpe substituted freely
trying to find the right com. bination, but it was not until two
starters got their first buckets
that the Lobos got. moving .
Guard Margaret Gonzales was 011 before she finally scored on an
outside jumper and center Judy
VanDerGeest,
appearing·
especially nervous, scored a layup right after Gonzales at the
midway point of the second half
for her first bucket.
"We. played zero offense
tonight," said Marpe. "We wel'e··
just dribbling the ball down the
court and shooting 30-foot shots.

B·est Buy''

Reg.
$249.95

ow $219.95
$KENWCDD
. KX-7'10
STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY.

Peak Reading Led-Output Control
Memory-Ferrite Heads-C!Je, Review
Compare Before You Buy

Mitchell 212
Guitar Module
Reg. $260.00

This is not just a Lecture/Seminar demonstration, but rather an actual learning experience in
which you participate, You'll be able to immediately use the basic techniques of these two
powerful tools ·for your own self-improvement.
This is the same course, in accelerated form, that Mr. Reel has taught to hundreds of people
in his private practice. The Center for Hypnosis 'Training and Consultation has been long·.
establisl;led in Albuquerque, so advanced folloW·UP is always available year-round.

Nows2oooo

SEMINAR FEE ONLY $7.00 PER PERSON AT THE DOOR ·' - OR ASSURE YOUR RESERVATION BY CALLING 268·6134
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We were nervous and our heads
were not in the game. Maybe the
. crowd had something to do with
it. But when we don't relax, we
don't think and then we commit
turnovers," she said.
·
UNC eoach Gloria Rodriguez
said, "Every year we play UNM
they get better. I think Ol!r zonepress forced a lot. of turnovers
and Venus Jennings played
really super."
"You know, we've never
beaten this team," Marpe said
with a sigh. "Against Wyoming,
we'll go to a press right away and
then see what happens."
·
The women play a preliminary
to the men's game Saturday
night at 5:15p.m. against
Wyoming in the Arena.

Local 8671 C.W.A.
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is in the process of formulating a new contract
proposal. This proposal will be introduced to the
Membership in our next Union Meeting, which
will be held in February.
Pres.-Wm. M. Gallegos
Vice Pres.-Julio Montoya
Sec. & Tres.-Gilbert Garcia
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Speed Read·ing
Course To Be
Taught. ln.
Albuq~erque Area
"

The New Mexico Reading Lab, of Roswell,
If you are a student who. would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
will offer a 4 week course in speed reading
to a limited number of qualified people ·in the. a business person who wants to stay
Albuquerque area. A person Is required to atabreast of today's everchanging accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute
tend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
necessity. Tpese Free one hour meetings will
the evening of their choice for 4. weeks only.
The course guarantees to triple the person's
be held at the following times and places:
reading speed with a marked improvement
Tuesday January 20 at 6:30 pm
in comprehension and concentration. The
and again at 8:30 pm
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
Wednesday January 21 at 6:30
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
pm and again. at 8:30 pm
faster. They can read almost any average
Thursday January 22 at 6:30 pm1
book in less than one hour.
and again at 8:30 pm
For those who would like additional inFriday January 23 at. 6:30 pm
formation, a series of free, one hour orienand again at 8:30 pm
tatiOn lectures have been scheduled At
Saturday January 24 at 10:30 am
these free lectures the course will be exand again at 1:30 pm
plained in complete detail, including
Monday January 26 at 6:30 pm
classroom procedures,· instruction methods,
and again at 8:30 pm
class schedule and a special 1 time only in:
Tuesday January 27 at 6:30 pm
troductory tuition that is less than one-third
and again at 8:30 pm ·
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
These meetings will be held in
only one of the free meetings for complete
room 250-c Student Union Bldg,
details. You may attend any of the meetings
University- of New Mexico. Please
be on time.
for information about · the Albuquerque
Room, 501 Coors NW.
classes.
If you are a businessman, ~student,. wife or
These orientati<;ms are 0 pen to t~e public
executive, this course which took 5 years of
above age 14, ,(persons under 18 should be
accompanied by, a· parent if possible.)
intensive research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend
If you have always wanted to be a speed
more, concentrate better, and remember
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
longer. Students .are offered an additional
course too time consuming... now you can!
discount. This course can be taught to In·
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
.
dustry
or civic grotJps at "Group rates" upon
short weeks you can read 7 to 10 times ·
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
faster, concentrate better and· comprehend
_ ori~ntation that fits in your schedule.
more.
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By Russ Parsons
If comparing victories means
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On
1 APRIL 76 , time runs out for you to
enr,oll in the 2-year Air Force ROTC Program on
this campus. And here's wbat you'll be missing:
• $100 a month, tax-free, during your junior and
senior years.
• the chance to win a full Air Force' scholarship
(including tuition, lab fees, the works) .
• a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon
graduation.
plus
• a future where the sky is no limit.
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Contact

MAJOR NOEL F. AUSTIN

277-4502/4602/4230
at ________________________________
__

..

(Available only to college juniors or students
having at least 2 ac·ademic years left before
graduation.)

.

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN

R FORCE ROTC

Relax

anything, UNM should have
either the No. 1 or the No.2 gym·
nastics team in the country.
The Lobos stoned a Southern

Winless Wrestlers
Want ·Mat Victory

·
ByJo Lopez
UNM grapplers will be short at least one man during weekend competition in the Mountain Intercollegiate Wrestling Tournament at
Colorado State University.
Mark Erikson, formerly a competitor in the 190 weight and now
down to 177 due to an injury to Tony Barton, is ineligible for the tour·
nament and any other athletic competition until he makes up an incomplete grade from last semester. New. Mexico has no other com·
petitor in this weight division.
· Another UNM wrestler, heavyweight Rick Haury, may not make
the trip due to an illness in his family. New Mexico has no other
heavyweight since Tom Morris, who competed for them in one dual
meet, quit.
Despite all this, UNM coach Ron Jacobsen is "optimistic" for his
team. Jacobsen said the Lobos lire "definitely making an improvement" in their practices. "I am pleased with the team. They're·
frustrated with the five losses (in dual meets) they already have. But
·
I know we could do it with good effort."
Lobo senior Glenn Woelk becomes eligible for competition again for
t~is tournament and will compete in the 126-weight qivision. Woelk is
a two-time letterman for the LobOJl but dropped out last semester and
had to sit out a year before·he became eligible again.
·
Frank Gilpin, perhaps the strongest Lobo contender, will again
wrestle the 134 weight. Gilpin has a 16-5 record this season.
·
Other Lobo competitors will be Rick Cardwell at 118, Roland Kurth
at 142, Tom McLain at_150, Mike Wilson at 158, Russell Peterson at
167 and Andy Gu_thrie at 190.

Arabesqu~ Paper Enterprises
Retailers of Fine, Imported Artist's Papers

Your I. D.

Stock up on the best in drawing, printmaking and watercolor papers for the winter and spring at the best prices
in Albuquerque.
.·
·
We Stoclp

Covers
F·REE- CHECKING

at
..

Illinois team that had previously
edged No. 2 ranked LSU Thur·
sday night in the opening borne
meet of the UNM season in jam·
packed Johnsop Gym.
Coach Rusty Mitchell's group

Arches Cover
Arches Silkscreen
Cosmos Blotting

Rives Light Weight
J.Green Watercolor
llosho

RivesBFK
Classic. Walen:olor
German Etch in~

Rives Heavy Weight
Copperplate
Shogun

More than 50 additional varieties of papers may be ordered.
Samples and paper available at our retail outlet:

.

McCharris Gallery
309 Cornell S.E.
266-0783

CITIZENS BANK.

Bulk sates of 50 sheets ot mort! at large discounts. Get your class together and make one large
order to save time and money.

•

IS
No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student 1.0. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
Bank-by-Mail with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?
This Offer Includes:
• Facility, Staff, Employees &
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(JUSr A FEW BLOCKS)- ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 6:00

~
OF ALBUGUERGUE \..LJ

CITIZENS BANK
.

3 Full Service Banks
2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

•
Phone 298•8777

FDIE
M~MOER OF fOIC

•

0

1soars.

made it look easy as they
defeated the Salukis by a whop·
ping 206.20-198.65, an almost
eight point margin.
l:letore the meet Mitchell said
that he wanted his team around
205. He also said a score over 200
would pop them into the nation's
top 10 .
. "I figure we're over 205 so
we're at the right point," a ·
pleased Mitchell said between
congratulations. "We've got to
continue to improve though and
get a few more points in some
· (Continued
· on pngc'll}
Places,

,,

App1ication forms for the N.M. State Summer
Intern Program are avaU_ablc at the Careet Ser~
vices ce"nter, 2nd floor, Mesa Vista-South.
Deadline is 1\prill.
UNM Ballroom Dance Club will hold a
meeting Friday riight at 7 p.m. in Carlisle Gym,
Rm. 101.

The Wo!fpa.ck basketball team
will have probably its two
biggest games of the year this
weekend in 7:30p.m. contests .
On Friday the Lobos meet
Arizona State and on Saturday
the Wildcats of Arizona, who now
share the league lead with UNM
at 2-0, will combat UNM and the
Arena crowd.
UNM has faced a series of
crises in the past two weeks. First Albuquerque-prod,Jct Mike
Koller quit the team then this
week Larry Forte had to leave
the state to handle some "per·
sonal problems."
Forte will not play very much,
if at all. There is one bright
aspect. Jack Hollis, a transfer
from Kansas, will be able to play,
and prove he can play Lobo
basketball.

Tracksters
Open S.eason
The season's indoor track starting pistol will go off this Satur·
day ior UNM as .they travel up
the long and winding Interstate
25 to Colorado Springs to meet
the Air Force Falcons.
The Lobos, who finished third
last year in the Western Athletic
Conference, will have the old
stars like Michael Solomon ·and
Jose LaPorte plus new talent in
the speedy form of Charles
Dramiga, who hails from Uganda.

Gymnastics
The UNM women's gymnastics
team will face the Texas-El Paso
gymnasts Saturday at 1 p.m. in
Johnson Gym.
·
The Lobo team is llid by Pam
Stehwein who won the all-around
title' in last week's win over
Western State ·College of
Colorado. Stehwein took first
place in the uneven-parallel bars
and finished second in vaulting,
balance beam anQ floor exercise.

TAO & LIFE
TAl-CHI, KUNG·FU

Chinese
Culture
Center
'I .. " ..__it."\ I • I

Intermediate workshops on Ballroom Dancing
with begin Thursday 7 p.m .. C,o,rlislc Gym Rm.
101.
ASA Gallery is accepting applications ro.r next
year's director. Interested studcnLs should leave
their name in the gallery.

POOR MfiNS

3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE 255-3239
ACROSS FROM THE LOBO THEATER

Hometown boy Steve Ortiz does his stuff on the rings
before a big crowd in Johnson gym. UNM bombed.SLU by
8~~

.

.

..• Lobo Gymnasts
(Continued from page 10)

Leading the UNM.attack was
home-town favorite Steve Ortiz.
The .. Albuquerque High product
won the floor exercise, the
parallel bars and the horizontal
bars on the way to taking the allaround title with a 52.45.
. "Ortiz did a good job," said
MitchelL "We agreed that he
would have a good accomplishment if he was at 52.5
and he was close to that."
On hand in the h!Jg!l crowd to
congratulate Mitchell were UNM
Athletic Director Lavon Me·
Donald, assistant basketball

coach Jim Newman and-sur·
prisingly-former gymnast Donny Evins, who quit during the
semester break after a personal
dispute with Mitchell.
Other UNM gymnasts turning
in good performances were Perry
Genovese in the vaulting, Marc
Messervey in the floor exercise,
John Eberle in the pommel horse
and Doug Day in the high bar.
UNM's next meet will be
against Oklahoma and Indiana
State on Feb. 6 at 7:30 p.m. Both
finished high in the NCAA finals
last season and both should be
powerful again this year.
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One's complete awareness is absorbell by
•
the skiis and surrounding nature. It lS
something which develops not only the
body but also the soul ...

Fridtjof Nan sen
"The First Crossittg of G1·eenland"

1890

If you have never ski-toured before, the quote above
may seem odd to you. It is difficult to explain the
feeling of freedmn and exhilaration that comes when
you combine snow, skiis, mountain and sky, but it's a
natural high. We want to share this experience with
you. Rent or borrow your skiis and join us on one of our
free ski clinics. We'll teach you enough technique in
the morning to have you ready to ski off for ·a tour in
the afternoon. Come in today to refijerve a place for you
and your friend.

MOUNTAINS
--- Qlld--

RIVERS
Hours: .Monday thru Thursday 10-6, Friday 10-9, Saturday 10-5
Just East of Yale on Central
2~UO Central SE 268-4876

268-7023
i

Thousands of frames
Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters
Mat Boards/Braquettes
Glare & Non-Glare Glass

Madrid, Spain infQrmation meeting. All in·

vlted, coffee served. International center, 1808
Las LDmas NE, 'Fridayt .Tan. 23, 1·4 p.m.

'

3015 Central N.E.

'...'

Beginning Square dance lessons, first four
free, Come and give It a try. Johnson Gym
rm. 176;7 p.m. Thursdays.
w~eks

·.ASU Devils,
·Cats Tapped·
.
.
In U. Arena

1 'I T \ ' 1 \ : .._ 't'i "\-.
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With breathing secret
Learn With Us!

The

POLICY for _Lip Scrvice·-Notices run the day
before and the day of the event, ~pace available,
The I.OBO·rescrvE!S the right to edit'tlotices and
delete those considered in:nlproprlate for this

It • • .. •- t '"- • > < I f

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
'

Rate a: 15 cents per word per.day, ~e dollar
minimum, Adverti&emeata run live or.more
ec~aaecutlve day a wltb no cban&ea, nine ceo·
taper word per day lao refunds If cancelled
before live laaertlonal. Claaalfled ad·
vertlsemeats must be paid Ia advance.
Marron .Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Clasaifled Advertising, U~M Box 20,
Albuquerque,N.M. 87131
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PERSONALS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

MARY, You mean the place down the alley between Cornell & Stanford. Nick, 1/26

ATTENTION: UNM BOOKSTORE returns
policy: Books purchased for the spring semester
1976 may be returned for Full price through Sat.
Feb 14 provided: 1) books must be in new condition, 2) books must be accompanied by cash
receipt, 3) Student I.D, must be present with
return. 1/30
CHINESE
TRADITIONAL
ARTS
of
Acupressure, cooking & language, classes now of·
fered at C.C.C .. 3016Central NE, 268·7023, 1/23
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright, 247-9819. tfn
• BELLY DANCE SEMINAR by Roman Balladine
Ja11. 24·25. 265-1834, 898-4747, 1/26
NEED A REST from Mom's cooking'· foot long
hot dogs 35c, 3 tillll,Okie's, 1/23
LAW STUDENT Seeks Foxy lady with fine mind.
299-1637. 2/13
AGORA is the student crisis center, located at the
NW corner of Mesa Vista. If you have any
problems you'd like to talk about, or if you'd just
like to rap, call or come in, 277·3013. 1/23

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Lucy Ann Kay's Student ID card. Claim
at Marron Hall131. 1/26
FOUND: White female kitten with collar in
Popejoy Parking Lot, 344-5266 to claim. 1/27
LOST 12115175 male orange tabby, 100 block
Princeton SE. Reward. Patricia 277-6250, 265·
8679. 1/23
LOST: GOLD FLY set w/stones. Fell off ring.
Sentimental value. Reward, 217-5396. 1/28
LOST JANUARY 5, gold watch between Ortega
Hall & Roma. Sentimental value. Call 266·3422 after 5:00. 1/29

termediate~ Expensive but inte11sive, Limited to
twelve very serious persons, starting .around
February 10. Class fills fast so reserve a place
now,Details: A-Photographer, 265-2444. 1/23

FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOKSHOP
and
Photography Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
Gym on Cornell. Special order service, tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro S.E. 2(15.0336. Color TV's, tape decks,
stereos, amplifiers, auto radios, install burglar
alarms. 10".41 discount for students with ID, Quick
service. Used TV's for sale, .dl23
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATiON photos. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Near. UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
MATURE, YOUNG WOMAN will babysit my
home near UNM. 243-4776, 1/23
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric,
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 2987147. 1/23
GETTING MARRJED'l Call Creative Services for·
invitations & photography at low cost. 2997930, 1/23
NEED SOMETHING TYPED'! Call Lynn. 2660'160. 1/30
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION te~t Feb. 7.• Prepare
now, call Professional Educators of New Mexico,
Inc;. 255-4050. 1/30
MIDDLE EASTERN Belly Dance taught by Marjorie, 2217 Lead SE. All levels, 247-1830. 1/27

4. FORRENT
CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment complex for the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
1-bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1620 University N.E.,
243·2494. 2/13

~

...........

20 USED TV'S· $30·$60, 441 Wyoming N.E., 256.
5987. 3/1
EXPERT SKIERS: Volkl Sapparo Skis 194cm
Lo!Jk Nevada bindings new $210, excellent con•
dition. $70, 842-0248. 1/23
VIDEO TAPE, Sony 1/2", 30 minute, Used, $6 per
role, Audio Video Consultailh, 17 Scottsdale
Village, 3107 Eubank N.E, 298-3629, 1/23
LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954, tfn
WHY RENT? Former student moving up; selling
8 x 40 bouse trailer: g1>od shape, good neigh·
borhood. Sunshine, privacy, economy, comfort.
$1500, 294-1733 after 6 p.m. .l/23
BOOKS FOR SALE. Data Processing· 201 &
Business Commu'nications 265. Call 299-1502 for a
better buy. 1/23
PIONEER SX-939 receiver $445, Pioneer CtF7171 cassette tape deck $260, Both brand new,
still in boxes. 298·8370 before 9:00 or after 7:00
p.m. 1/27
NEW T~ANGE SKI BOOTS. size 8. Must sell im·
mediately. Best offer. 242·1489. 1/29
case. Leica M-3, 50mm Dual Sumicron meter, and
case. Trades welcome. Gunrunner, 3107 Central
NE. 1/23
1958 VW, good condition $450. Will negotiate,
Tom 281.5007 between 6 & 7 p.m. 1/29
MEN'S LARGE TURTLE skin wet' suit. Perfect
condition, only used once, For further information
call Rob 268·7233, 1/29
TWO SEKINE 10·speeds, New 20 & 23 inch excellent bikes $165. Tom 281-5007 between 6 & 7
p.m. 1/29

ATTRACTIVE room, private entrance/bath, SE,
shag carpet, 296-6708. 1/23

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE Touring Cente.r,
Quality 10-speed bicycles, camping, biking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo sE. 21;6.9190. 1/24
VIEW CAMERAS: Kodak Master View, 4x5
Monorail. Calumet 4x5. Speed graphic 21;, "x3'/' ",
Ektar lens, Rangefinder, focal plane !!butter, with
6 cut film holders, Lin hoff Super Technica III with
.Super Rollex 6)C7 back, 5 holders, 105mm
Schneider Xenar lens, View Camera lens, 127mm
to 180mm, $25· to $125. Ha$selblad 500C with
80mm Planar f2,8, rapid wind crank, wind back,
pistol grip, extension tube, etc. Can buy wjtb 250
Bonnar )ens and attache case at big savings. Canon
F-1, 60mm f1.8. lens and case, LeicA M-3, 50mm
Dual Sumicron meter, aJ)d.£ase, Trades welcome,
Gunrunner, 3107 Central NE. 1i23

6. EMPLOYMENT
PART TIM.E JOB, Graduate students only. Af.
ternoo11s & evenings. r4ust be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights •.Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liqor
Stores, 5704 Lomas N,E., 5516 Menaul N.E. 1/30
STUDENT NEEDED to care for live interior
plants in major department store in Albuquerque.
Some experience with interior plant care
required. Two hours per week during day or
evening. Salary $50 per month. All supplies
provided, Please send resume to Cardiff
Assoclat(!s Inc., 4607 Camden Drive, Corona Del
Mar, California 92625 immediately if interested,
Interviewing at store in early February for
qualified applicants. 1/23

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell your handmade
clothing, crarts. Hand Stitch Co-op, 2000 Central
SE. 1/?3
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Two after11oons each
week, Close to. UNM: and Mon~ Vista Elemen•
tary. Dorm residents welcomed. 266-8320. 1/23
WANTED: Student to help student in whee)
~)hair, Must be strong, literate, and available llf'
ternoons. Call Robert Clark at 842-1410, 1/23
TEACHERS at all levels. Foreign & Domestic
Teachers. Box 1063, Vancouver, Wash.
98660, 1/27
PARTTIME HELP must be able to work 11;30 to
1:30 lunch, additional hours arrangell per your
schedule, Der Wienerschnitzel, 6901 Lomas
NE. l/29
PART TIME HELP Needed, Call 345-1205 2 to 3
p.IJI, Friday only •. 1/23
STUDENTS MAKE MONEY up to $96 per
wk/part time at home aiidressing envelopes, Companies wa11t that "personal touch." For further in·
.formation regarding opportunities with these
companies, send $3 to Phoenix Advertising, Box
11707, Atlanta, Ga. 30305. 1/26
·

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

·---

CLUB CAFE-New MelCican Food, everything
deliciously h()memade, corner Lomas & Broadway, 11-2, 5to 7:30, 1/26
C 4.oneself: Coffeehouse at the Bakery,

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED graduate
student preferred, ~2-6770. 1/26
SUNNY UPSTAIRS ROOMS, $90, $80 no
smoking, children welcome, 26~·1654. 1/27
ROOM FOR RENT. SE, $75 mo. split utilities. 255·
6661. 1/27
WANTED ROOMMATE for a spacious th1·ee
bedroom house. $75rlus utilities, 842-1826. 1/~3

.............................................................,

Alice In
Wonderland
BUCiiLES:
Curio

Beer
BUCiiLES:
Old \Vest

SUNTREE
SELL

TRADE

BUY
Gunrunner
3107 Central N.E.
...........................................................

LEATHERS
256-0114
107 Washington SE

ti28

JEWELR'{ CLASSES--Tom Thomason, casting
February' 2-6; construction February 17-21. Call
262-0672 or come by 3529 Constitution NE. 1/23

Largest Selection
At The
Lowest Prices!

APARTMENT WITH Private entrance near
University $85 per . month, 265·6969 or 268·
0504. 1/26

3. SERVICES

..

FORSALE

WOMAN SHARE APARTMENT. No pets, non·
smoker, 20 minutes UNM, $40, 299-2864. 1/23

RETURN CYCLE helmet, black gloves & ski
mask picked up in 105 Educ. Bldg. 1/22. No
questions. 299-2992Leave message. Paul. 1/29

BASICPHOTOBRAPIJY COURSE forming. How·
to-do-it, taught by art-oriented profes~lonaJ, No
history, chemistry or esthetics, but all about
camera operation; lenses, exposure, darkroom
production, films. Black·and·white emphasized,
One three·hour lecture weekly, individualized in·
structlon and heavy practice in ex~ellent
darkroom near UNM. Discussions, critiques, field
trips. Absolute beginners welcome, or in·

5.

i

